Effect of combined positions of feed spacer-type tricot on the performance in pressure retarded osmosis (PRO)
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) is a promising technology for renewable energy. However, its performance can be influenced by deformation of the PRO membrane caused by feed spacers at the high applied pressure and changed flow direction in the PRO membrane cell. The feed spacer-type tricot (tricot) for a flat-sheet membrane of the PRO module provides the structural support to withstand high pressure from the draw side. This keeps the feed channel open during turbulent flow at the vicinity of the membrane surface. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of combined positions of feed tricot on membrane performance. The surface shapes of tricot were different; one side was uneven and the other side was soft. Furthermore, when tricot was combined with the feed cell of a PRO membrane module, there were two types of positions; depending on the lines of feedwater holes of the feed cell, when placed parallel to thick lines of the tricot with the feedwater holes it was named the vertical line, and when placed across was named the horizontal line. The different surface shape and combined positions of the tricot had a big impact on this study. The study results showed that the soft surface and vertical line conditions in the PRO could operate stably, and subsequently achieved higher performance compared with other combined conditions.
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